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Genetic research and testing advances

• 1999
o Human Genome Project

o Human genome mapped for the first 
time

o Took 13 years

o Cost $US2.7 billion

• 2017
o Whole Genome Sequencing

o Takes 3 days

o Costs <$US1000
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Genetic research and testing advances

• Personalised medicine based on genetics permeating all medical 
fields
o Which medication / chemotherapy will work for this individual?

o Predisposition to diseases, injuries

• Doctors do genetic testing every day
o BRCA1 & BRCA2 gene for breast / ovarian 

cancer

o HLA B27 for inflammatory joint disease

o CY282 gene for haemochromatosis

o FBN1 for Marfan Syndrome
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• Genetic testing for health related purposes will be ordered by 
a medical practitioner

• Genetic testing for health related purposes will be ordered in 
conjunction with genetic counselling
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The AIS Position
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Genetic research advances

• Complex issues involved in genetic testing/research
o Inadvertent discoveries

o Ramifications for patient & patient’s family

o Privacy and genetic information

o Inappropriate use of genetic information (insurance companies, talent
identification)

o Issues with consenting to genetic research
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Genetic research in sport

• Many projects underway worldwide
o Genetics and injury 

o Genetics of power versus endurance 

o Studies into energy metabolism

• Currently the field is not well 
advanced

• Many ‘claims’ made in relation to 
genetics and aspects of sports 
performance do not have a good 
evidence base
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The AIS Position

• Genetic testing as part of a research project, will only occur with 
the informed, written consent of participants

• The purposes for which genetic information will be used is clearly 
articulated to athletes

• The management of, and confidentiality pertaining to genetic 
testing results will be clearly articulated to the athlete, prior to the 
participation in research 

• The results of genetic testing will remain confidential unless 
otherwise explicitly stated

• Participants in genetic research will be informed about the 
possibility of unintentional discoveries that could potentially impact 
on the participant’s health or the health of their relatives
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The AIS Position
• Athletes have the right to decline a genetic test 

• There will be no discrimination against athletes who decline genetic 
testing

• Genetic testing for the purpose of research in sport will not be 
conducted on athletes under the age of 18 years

• Athletes participating in genetic research have the right to withdraw 
from research at any time and/or have all of their material and/or 
results destroyed at any time during the process of testing or 
research

• Athletes participating in genetic research have the right to have 
their material and/or results sent to a third party.

• Genetic testing for research in athletes will involve the least invasive 
method of sample collection required to deliver the research outcomes
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The AIS Position

• Clear guidelines must define the dissemination of genetic information before a 
research study or testing regimen is commenced
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Talent identification

• Genetics and Talent ID began in the early 2000s

• Research supports an association between ACE gene, ACTN3 gene and human 
performance

• No predictive power
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The AIS Position

• Genetic testing will not be used to include or exclude athletes from a high 
performance program 

• Genetic testing will not be used as a method of talent identification 
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Injury risk

• Several genes have been implicated in increased risk of tendon, ligament and bone 
injuries
– Collagen genes and tendon structure genes

– Genes relating to tendon homeostasis

– Genes relating to bone metabolism and growth

• Small numbers 
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The AIS Position

• Directing evidence-based interventions to reduce injury and improve health is a 
legitimate and valid use of genetic information
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Genetic Testing – Direct to consumer (DTC)

• Rapid expansion of DTC genetic testing

• Offered to the public on a commercial basis – no input from medical practitioners

• Results are often accompanied with health/sport/nutrition advice

• Evidence supporting the ‘advice’ is often weak

• Over 20 companies world-wide – including those servicing Australia, some with a 
sport focus
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DTC – DNAex example reports
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DTC – DNAex example reports
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DTC – DNAex example reports
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DTC – DNAex example reports
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DTC – DNAex example reports
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Advice from experts
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The AIS Position

• Direct to consumer genetic testing in relation to sports performance is strongly 
discouraged

• Should individuals choose to undergo direct-to-consumer genetic testing they 
should be discouraged from acting on advice from the commercial company without 
seeking clarification from a medical practitioner 
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What does the future hold? 

• Recent developments in gene editing:
o CRISPR-Cas9 

o Cut and paste style of genetic manipulation

o Cheap and ‘easy’

o Rumoured to be used in some countries already

o Athletes seen as potential ‘early adopters’ of this technique
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The AIS Position

• Genetic manipulation will not be used for performance enhancement
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Take home messages

• Currently, genetic testing has zero predictive power for sporting performance

• Much more work is needed in relation to genetic profiling for susceptibility to injury 
– bigger numbers and more ethnicities

• The AIS has published a position statement in relation to genetic testing of athletes 
and inclusion of athletes in genetic research
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